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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COOPERATIVE COMMUNICATION IN WIRELESS 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

(57) A method for cooperative communication of
electronic devices in a wireless communication system
according to the present disclosure comprises the steps
of: predicting a resource level of each base station based
on information received from a plurality of base stations;
determining base stations having a resource level equal
to or less than a set reference level among the plurality
of base stations; and configuring available resource in-
formation of the determined base stations as different
values as the available resource information of the rest
of the base stations and transmitting the configured avail-
able resource information.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method and
an apparatus for cooperative communication in a wire-
less communication system.

[Background Art]

[0002] Initial stage wireless communication systems
have been developed to provide a voice service while
securing activity of a user. However, the wireless com-
munication system gradually extends an area from a
voice service to a data service. At present, the wireless
communication system has been developed to provide
a high-speed data service.
[0003] The wireless communication system may in-
clude a radio access network (RAN). Components of a
radio access network that interacts with a terminal may
communicate with a terminal via an air interface. The
remaining components of the wireless communication
system may be mostly connected to the terminal in a
wired manner.
[0004] A radio access network component that inter-
acts with the terminal via the air interface may include
some of, for example, an evolved Node B (eNB), a node
B (NB), or a radio network subsystem (RNS) including
the same, a base transceiver station (BTS) or a base
station subsystem (BSS) including the same, a radio ac-
cess point, a home eNB, a home NB, a home eNB gate-
way (GW), and X2 GW. In the present specification, for
convenience, the term base station will be used to refer
to at least one of the examples of the radio access net-
work components listed above or the radio access net-
work itself.
[0005] A base station may be configured of one or more
cells. A cell governs a specific range, and the terminal is
serviced within a range of cells. Here, the cell means a
cell of a cellular system, and the base station means a
device for managing and controlling the cell. However,
in the present specification, for convenience, the cell and
the base station may be used as the same meaning. For
example, even in describing the embodiment, the cell
and the base station may be interchanged with each other
for convenience.
[0006] Since the base station provides services to the
terminal via the air interface, each base station has ad-
equate coverage to provide the service.

[Disclosure of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] An object of the present disclosure is directed
to provision of a method for efficiently using, by base
stations having a small data amount, resources in a sit-
uation where available resource information of each base

station is shared based on inter-base station cooperative
communication.
[0008] Another object of the present disclosure is di-
rected to provision of a method for efficiently using, by
base stations having a small data amount, resources in
a distributed cooperative communication situation as well
as a centralized cooperative communication situation.

[Solution to Problem]

[0009] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
are directed to the provision of a method for cooperative
communication in a wireless communication system in-
cluding: predicting a resource level of each base station
based on information received from a plurality of base
stations; determining base stations having the resource
level equal to or less than a set reference level among
the plurality of base stations; and configuring available
resource information of the determined base stations as
different values as the available resource information of
the rest of the base stations and transmitting the config-
ured available resource information.
[0010] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
are directed to the provision of an electronic device, in-
cluding: a transceiver configured to transmit and receive
a signal to and from a plurality of base stations; and a
controller configured to perform a control to predicting a
resource level of each base station based on information
received from a plurality of base stations, determining
base stations having the resource level equal to or less
than a set reference level among the plurality of base
stations, and configuring available resource information
of the determined base stations as different values as
the available resource information of the rest of the base
stations and transmitting the configured available re-
source information.
[0011] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
are directed to the provision of a method for cooperative
communication in a wireless communication system in-
cluding: receiving terminal-related information connect-
ed through a cell of each base station from another base
station; predicting the resource level of the base station
based on the terminal-related information connected
through the cell of the base station and the received ter-
minal-related information; and configuring available re-
source information of the base station to be a value in-
dicating a resource use restriction when the resource lev-
el is equal to or less than a set reference level and trans-
mitting the configured available resource information to
the another base station.
[0012] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
are directed to the provision of a base station including:
a transceiver configured to transmit and receive a signal
to another base station; and a controller configured to
perform a control to receive terminal-related information
connected through a cell of each base station from the
another base station, predict a resource level of the base
station based on the terminal-related information con-
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nected through the cell of the base station and the re-
ceived terminal-related information, and configure the
available resource information of the base station to be
a value indicating a resource use restriction when the
resource level is equal to or less than a set reference
level and transmit the configured available resource in-
formation to the another base station.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0013] According to the embodiment of the present dis-
closure, it is possible to efficiently manage the resource
use of each base station in consideration of the data level
of each base station in the inter-base station cooperative
communication situation.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0014]

FIG. 1 is a diagram for explaining overlapping of cell
coverage in a wireless communication system.
FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically illustrating a con-
figuration and an operation of a wireless communi-
cation system supporting centralized cooperative
communication according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating an example of infor-
mation transmitted from a base station to a resource
coordinator in a centralized inter-base station coop-
erative communication situation according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of the
information transmitted from the resource coordina-
tor to the base station in the centralized inter-base
station cooperative communication situation accord-
ing to the embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating another example of
the information transmitted from the resource coor-
dinator to the base station in the centralized inter-
base station cooperative communication situation
according to the embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of the
resource coordinator according to the embodiment
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a schematic
configuration of the resource coordinator according
to the embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating a con-
figuration and an operation of a wireless communi-
cation system supporting centralized cooperative
communication according to another embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an operation in which
base stations share resource use coordination result
information in the distributed cooperative communi-
cation according to another embodiment of the

present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example in which
the base stations share the resource use coordina-
tion result information in the distributed cooperative
communication according to another embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an operation of a
base station according to another embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 12 is a block diagram schematically illustrating
a configuration of the base station according to an-
other embodiment of the present disclosure.

[Mode for the Invention]

[0015] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present disclo-
sure will be described in detail with reference to the ac-
companying drawings. Hereinafter, if it is determined that
the detailed description of the known art related to the
present disclosure may obscure the gist of the present
disclosure, the detailed description thereof will be omit-
ted. Further, the following terminologies are defined in
consideration of the functions in the present disclosure
and may be construed in different ways by the intention
or practice of users and operators. Therefore, the defini-
tions thereof should be construed based on the contents
throughout the specification.
[0016] Further, in describing in detail embodiments of
the present disclosure, a radio access network, long term
evolution (LTE) that is a core network, and an evolved
packet core (EPC) that are defined by the 3rd generation
partnership project (3GPP) will be described as a major
object. However, a main subject of the present disclosure
may be slightly changed to be applied to other commu-
nication systems having similar technical backgrounds
without greatly departing the scope of the present disclo-
sure, which may be determined by those skilled in the
art to which the present disclosure pertains.
[0017] FIG. 1 is a diagram for explaining overlapping
of cell coverage in a wireless communication system.
[0018] Referring to FIG. 1, two neighboring generic
base stations 100 and 105 each have coverage 110 and
115. At this time, there may be a region 120 where the
two coverage 110 and 115 overlap each other. A terminal
located in the overlapping region 120 may experience
strong interference due to at least one of the two base
stations 100 and 105. For example, if the terminal is serv-
iced by the base station 100, the terminal may experience
the strong interference due to the base station 105.
[0019] FIG. 1 shows a case where base stations 100
and 105 have the coverage 110 and 115 having a similar
width. However, the situation to be considered in the
present specification is not limited thereto. In addition,
the situation where the coverage 110 of the base station
100 is included in the coverage 115 of another base sta-
tion 105, the situation where the coverage of three or
more base stations has a commonly overlapping region,
and the interference situation due to the overlapping cov-
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erage in other situations may be considered.
[0020] Also, the overlapping coverage 120 may not on-
ly cause interference between the base stations 100 and
105, but may also cause frequent signaling. The signaling
may include, for example, handover related signaling.
[0021] To save energy of the base stations 100 and
105, the system may turn on and off each base station
100 and 105 or adjust transmission power. It may not be
preferable if any area does not belong to the coverage
of any base station, so special care may be needed when
the turning on / off the base stations 100 and 105 or the
adjustment of the transmission power is performed.
[0022] Recently, the 3rd generation partnership project
(3GPP) has developed a technology of allowing the plu-
rality of base stations 100 and 105 to perform cooperative
communication with each other to solve the above-men-
tioned problems (problems caused by the overlapping
coverage 120, the energy saving problems or the like).
Examples of the technologies may include a coordinated
multi-point transmission and reception (CoMP) technol-
ogy, carrier aggregation and the like.
[0023] In order to support the CoMP operation for the
inter-base station interference control and cooperative
communication in the 3GPP standard, the terminal sep-
arately measures channel information from neighboring
base stations including a serving base station and de-
fines a signal between the base station and the terminal
that may fed back to the serving base station. For the
inter-base station cooperative communication, when the
cooperative communication base stations are imple-
mented in one baseband unit or uses an ideal interface
without delay, various information may be exchanged be-
tween the base stations to perform the cooperative com-
munication.
[0024] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
propose a centralized cooperative communication
scheme and distributed cooperative communication
scheme for the inter-base station interference control and
cooperative communication.
[0025] The centralized cooperative communication
may be implemented in a system which includes the base
station, the terminal connected to the base station, and
a separate resource coordinator supporting the inter-
base station cooperative communication for the inter-
base station interference control and cooperative com-
munication.
[0026] The distributed cooperative communication is
directed to a network in which each base station deter-
mines whether to perform the cooperative communica-
tion.
[0027] That is, the role of coordinating the inter-base
station resource for the cooperative communication may
be performed by the resource coordinator which is a sep-
arate network entity or may be performed by each base
station.
[0028] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
describe a cooperative communication method in a net-
work using an interface in which a transmission delay

occurs and transmission capacity is limited, in an inter-
face between the resource coordinator and the base sta-
tion or an interface between the base stations for the
cooperative communication.
[0029] FIG. 2 is a diagram schematically illustrating a
configuration and an operation of a wireless communi-
cation system supporting centralized cooperative com-
munication according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
[0030] Referring to FIG. 2, the centralized cooperative
communication is a network of a scheme in which a re-
source coordinator 215 generates interference control
and cooperative communication results for each base
station 205 and 210 in a centralized manner for the inter-
base station interference control and cooperative com-
munication and shares the results.
[0031] For example, the resource coordinator 215 may
restrict the resource use of each base station in a specific
time and frequency resource in consideration of the inter-
base station interference and whether to use resources
based on the information (e.g., base station resource in-
formation, information of the terminal connected to the
base station cell and the like) that each of the base sta-
tions 205 and 210 transmits. The resource coordinator
215 shares the resource use restriction with the neigh-
boring base stations 205 and 210.
[0032] The neighboring base stations 205 and 210 per-
form resource allocation to the terminal depending on
the resource use restriction of each base station and al-
locate resources to the terminal having a high gain de-
pending on the presence / absence of the interference
according to the resource use restriction, thereby improv-
ing data transmission performance.
[0033] The information exchange and operation re-
quired in the centralized cooperative communication
scheme based on FIG. 2 will be described below.
[0034] Each terminal 200 (e.g., UE #k) receives a sig-
nal from the serving base station 205 and the neighboring
base station 210. For example, the serving base station
205 may be the first base station 205 managing a first
cell (Cell #A), the neighboring base station 210 may be
the second base station 210 managing a second cell (Cell
#B). The terminal 200 receives a serving signal from the
serving base station 205 and receives an interference
signal from the neighboring base station 210.
[0035] The terminal 200 may feedback signal-related
information (e.g., reference signal received power
(RSRP) and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) of
measurement report defined in the LTE system) received
from the serving base station 205 and the neighboring
base station 210 and channel information (e.g., channel
state information (CSI) or channel quality indicator (CQI))
to the serving base station 205. At this time, the channel
information may be based on the signal to interference
noise ratio (SINR) of the serving base station 205 for the
neighboring signals and interference. The terminal 200
may feed back a plurality of channel information, for ex-
ample, CSI information, using various configuration com-
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binations for signals and interference sources according
to the 3GPP Rel.11 standard definition.
[0036] The first base station 205 receiving the channel
information of the terminal 200 may transmit information
to the resource coordinator 215, for example, in a form
of a message 300 shown in FIG. 3. The second base
station 205 may transmit the information to the resource
coordinator 215 in the form of the message 300 shown
in FIG. 3 based on the channel information received from
the serving terminal.
[0037] The information transmitted from the base sta-
tions 205 and 210 to the resource coordinator 215 may
include channel information of the terminal and / or down-
link transmission resource information of each terminal
in a time resource interval (1 ms = 1 TTI which is minimum
scheduling time).
[0038] The channel information of the terminal trans-
mitted to the resource coordinator 215 may be, for ex-
ample, the CSI received by the base stations 205 and
210 and may consist of a set of the CSI information of
multiple CSI processes, respectively, according to the
Rel.11 definition. In the case of the CSI information ac-
cording to the multiple CSI processes, indexes for each
CSI configuration is transmitted together. The index for
the configuration is based on a configuration of a signal
measurement resource (CSI-RS) and an interference
measurement resource (IMR) for the neighboring base
stations by each base station. FIG. 3 shows an example
of the CSI information list for each terminal. However,
the present disclosure is not limited thereto, and one of
various signal-related information or channel quality in-
formation lists for each terminal may be transmitted.
[0039] In the case of the message shown in FIG. 3, it
is assumed that the transmission period is 5 ms. Recent-
ly, the message may consist of the CSI information list
of target terminals having downlink transmission data in
each TTI unit within 5 ms. The CSI information of the
terminal may be used as the latest information according
to the feedback within the transmission period. In this
case, only the identification of the terminal may be used.
[0040] The resource coordinator 215 receiving this
message can determine a resource restriction and use
of each base station in the TTI units by using the mes-
sages received from various base stations 205 and 210.
In this case, the CSI information in the CSI information
list for each terminal may be used so that the terminals
of each of the base stations 205 and 210 predict the in-
terference from the neighboring base stations and a gain
at the time of the interference control, and the information
of each terminal and / or the terminal list may be used to
predict the resource level that the base station should
transmit. The resource coordinator 215 may calculate a
data level of each base station based on the information
of each terminal and / or the terminal list, and may predict
a resource level of each base station based on the data
amount.
[0041] The resource coordinator 215 may generate the
available resource information including the resource re-

striction results in consideration of the interference con-
trol gain, the resource level or the like of the neighboring
base stations. For example, the resource coordinator 215
may generate the resource restriction results by perform-
ing virtual scheduling to optimize the sum of PFs of all
base stations 205 and 210.
[0042] The available resource information including
the resource restriction results may be shared by each
base station 205 and 210 in a form of a bitmap included
in a message 400 of FIG. 4. In the corresponding re-
source, a value of 1 may be configured when the resource
is available, and a value of 0 may be configured when
resource use is restricted. Of course, the opposite con-
figuration can be made.
[0043] For example, available resource information of
A cell, B cell, and C cell may be generated in units of
subframes, and the transmission to the base station may
be made together in a predetermined unit (e.g., prede-
termined period). In FIG. 4, it is assumed that results
generated in units of subframes are transmitted in units
of five subframes. That is, according to the present em-
bodiment, the message transmitted to one base station
by the resource coordinator 215 includes not only the
resource restriction results of the corresponding base
station but also the resource restriction results of the
neighboring base stations, and may be divided by each
application time according to the transmission period and
may be transmitted as one message according to the
period.
[0044] In this case, it is basically assumed that the re-
source restriction results for each base station are equal-
ly received by the neighboring base stations that are
shared. Therefore, the base station may determine the
interference of the corresponding base station based on
the resource restriction results of the received neighbor-
ing base stations and reflect the interference when the
data rate to the terminal is determined.
[0045] Meanwhile, the embodiment of the present dis-
closure proposes a method for efficiently using, by a base
station having a small data amount, resources when the
resource coordinator 215 generates the resource restric-
tion results based on the resource level.
[0046] The resource coordinator 215 may configure
the resource restriction result value for the corresponding
base station so that the resource restriction result value
for the corresponding base station is different from the
resource restriction result value transmitted to the neigh-
boring base stations when the resource level of the spe-
cific base station is equal to or less than a set reference
level. For example, when the resource level of the specific
base station is equal to or less than the set reference
level, the resource restriction result value of the corre-
sponding base station is configured to be a value indi-
cating the available resource for the corresponding base
station and a value indicating the resource use restriction
of the neighboring base stations. By doing so, the neigh-
boring base stations may perform scheduling for the ter-
minal without considering the interference of the corre-
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sponding base station, and the corresponding base sta-
tion may transmit data through resources shared by the
neighboring base stations when it is necessary to trans-
mit important data.
[0047] On the other hand, when there is the resource
level information of each base station, the resource co-
ordinator 215 may determine the size of the resource
level by using an average or a sum of a predetermined
interval based on the resource level information. If the
resource level information is not explicitly present, the
resource coordinator 215 may determine that there is the
resource level when there is at least one terminal infor-
mation in the terminal list, and may determine the size
of the resource level using the average or sum in a pre-
determined interval.
[0048] Specifically, the resource coordinator 215 may
determine the data level of each base station based on
the information received from the base station and may
differently configure the resource restriction results
shared by the base station based on the data amount.
The data amount of the specific base station may use
the frequency of the transmitted terminal channel infor-
mation or separate traffic information. The resource co-
ordinator 215 may filter the data level of a predetermined
time period or predict the resource level to be allocated
to each base station by using an average value or the
like in a time period.
[0049] When the resource level of a specific base sta-
tion (e.g., the base station managing the Cell #A) is equal
to or lower than the set reference level, the resource co-
ordinator 215 may make a difference in the transmission
of the resource restriction results for the specific base
station to the corresponding base station and the trans-
mission of the resource restriction results to the neigh-
boring base stations (e.g., the base station managing the
Cell #B and the base station managing the Cell #C). The
reference may be, for example, an absolute value, or a
relative value based on the resource level value of the
base stations. Referring to messages 500 and 505 of
FIG. 5, when the resource level of a specific base station
(for example, base station managing Cell #A) is equal to
or less than the set reference level, the message 500 in
which a bitmap 1 value 505 indicating an available re-
source is configured may be transmitted to the specific
base station for a predetermined interval (e.g., five sub-
frame intervals) for the Cell #A and the message 510 in
which a bitmap 0 value 515 indicating the resource use
restriction is configured may be transmitted to the neigh-
boring base stations (base station managing the Cell #B
and base station managing the Cell #C) for the predeter-
mined period for the Cell #A. By doing so, the neighboring
base station may determine the data rate at the time of
terminal data allocation, under the assumption that the
interference from the specific base station is restricted.
In addition, the specific base station having a very small
amount of resource may directly transmit very small data,
important terminal connection related data or the like us-
ing a resource when transmitting the data or the like. At

this time, for the Cell #B and the Cell #C, all base stations
share the same resource use restriction results in the
corresponding time period.
[0050] FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example of
the operation of a resource coordinator (e.g., 215) that
supports the cooperative communication according to
the embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0051] In step 600, the resource coordinator 215 may
receive the terminal-related information from the plurality
of base stations through the cells of each base station.
As described above, the terminal-related information
may include signal-related information and / or channel
information received by the terminal, and may specifically
include a CSI information list for each terminal.
[0052] In step 605, the resource coordinator 215 may
determine the data level of each base station based on
the received information. For example, the resource co-
ordinator 215 may determine the data level of each base
station by using the frequency of the transmitted terminal
channel information or the separate traffic information.
[0053] In step 610, the resource coordinator 215 may
determine the resource level of each base station based
on the data mount for each base station. For example,
the resource coordinator 215 may filter the data level of
a predetermined time period or predict the resource level
to be allocated to each base station by using an average
value or the like in a time period.
[0054] In step 615, the resource coordinator 215 may
determine whether the base station having a predicted
resource level equal to or less than the set reference
level is present. The resource coordinator 215 may de-
termine the size of the resource level using an average
or a sum of the predetermined interval of the resource
level.
[0055] If the base station having the predicted resource
level equal to or less than the set reference level is de-
termined, in step 620, the resource coordinator 215 may
generate the available resource information of each base
station and share the generated available resource in-
formation with the plurality of base stations, and may con-
figure the available resource information of the deter-
mined base station to be different values for the deter-
mined base station and the rest of the base stations and
transmit the configured available resource information.
For example, the resource coordinator 215 may config-
ure the available resource information of the determined
base station to be a value indicating the available re-
source information of the determined base station and
transmit the configured available resource information,
and configure the available resource information of the
determined base station to be a value indicating the re-
source use restriction of the rest of the base stations and
transmit the configured available resource information.
At this time, the available resource information of the rest
of the base stations may allow the plurality of base sta-
tions to share the same value that the resource coordi-
nator 215 configures.
[0056] On the other hand, if the base station having
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the predicted resource level equal to or less than the set
reference value is not determined, in step 625, the re-
source coordinator 215 may generate available resource
information of each base station and share the generated
available resource information with the plurality of base
stations. At this time, the available resource information
of the plurality of base stations may allow the plurality of
base stations to share the same value that the resource
coordinator 215 configures.
[0057] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a schematic
configuration of a resource coordinator 700 according to
the embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0058] The resource coordinator 700 may include at
least a controller 705 and a transceiver 710.
[0059] The transceiver 710 may transmit and receive
a signal to and from the plurality of base stations based
on the control of the controller 705.
[0060] The controller 705 serves to control the overall
operation of the resource coordinator described above.
[0061] For example, the controller 705 may predict the
resource level of each base station based on the infor-
mation received from the plurality of base stations. The
base station may determine the base station having the
resource level equal to or less than the set reference
level among the plurality of base stations and configure
the available resource information of the determined
base station to be different values for the determined
base station and the rest of the base stations. The infor-
mation received from the plurality of base stations may
include at least one of the channel information and the
downlink transmission request resource information of
at least one terminal connected to each of the base sta-
tions through the cell. The controller 705 may determine
whether the resource level is equal to or less than the
predetermined value based on the resource level of a
predetermined interval.
[0062] The controller 705 may perform a control to con-
figure the available resource information of the deter-
mined base station to be a value indicating the available
resource information of the determined base station and
transmit the configured available resource information to
the plurality of base stations, and configure the available
resource information of the determined base station to
be a value indicating the resource use restriction of the
rest of the base stations and transmit the configured avail-
able resource information to the plurality of base stations.
[0063] The controller 705 may determine the data level
of each base station based on the information received
from each base station and predict the resource level of
each base station based on the data level of each base
station.
[0064] The controller 705 may perform a control to gen-
erate the available resource information of the rest of the
base stations based on the resource level of each base
station and transmit the available resource information
of the rest of the base stations to the plurality of base
stations. At this time, the available resource information
of the determined base station and the available resource

information of the rest of the base stations may be gen-
erated by each unit time, and may be transmitted as one
message to the plurality of base stations based on a pre-
set transmission period.
[0065] FIG. 8 is a diagram schematically illustrating a
configuration and an operation of a wireless communi-
cation system supporting centralized cooperative com-
munication according to another embodiment of the
present disclosure.
[0066] Referring to FIG. 8, the distributed cooperative
communication is a network of a type in which each base
station 805 and 810 directly generates and shares a co-
operative communication result for the inter-base station
interference control and cooperative communication.
[0067] In the distributed architecture, the base station
805 may determine whether to restrict its own resource
use in a specific time and frequency resource by directly
transmitting and receiving data to and from the neighbor-
ing base station 810 without passing through a separate
network entity. In addition, the determined resource use
restriction may be shared with the neighboring base sta-
tion 810.
[0068] The neighboring base station 810 may also de-
termine whether to restrict its own resource use in the
same manner and share the determined resource use
restriction with the base station 805. The base station
805 may perform the resource allocation to the terminal
depending on its own resource use restriction and allo-
cate a resource to a terminal having a high gain depend-
ing on the presence / absence of the interference de-
pending on the resource use restriction, thereby improv-
ing the data transmission performance.
[0069] The information exchange and operation re-
quired in the distributed cooperative communication
scheme based on FIG. 8 will be described below.
[0070] Each terminal 800 (e.g., UE #k) receives a sig-
nal from the serving base station 805 and the neighboring
base station 810. For example, the serving base station
805 may be the first base station 805 managing the first
cell (Cell #A), the neighboring base station 810 may be
the second base station 810 managing the second cell
(Cell #B). The terminal 800 receives a serving signal from
the serving base station 805 and receives an interference
signal from the neighboring base station 810.
[0071] The terminal 800 may feedback signal-related
information (e.g., reference signal received power
(RSRP) and reference signal received quality (RSRQ) of
measurement report defined in the LTE system) received
from the serving base station 805 and the neighboring
base station 810 and channel information (e.g., channel
state information (CSI) or channel quality indicator (CQI))
to the serving base station 805. At this time, the channel
information may be based on the signal to interference
noise ratio (SINR) of the serving base station 805 for the
neighboring signals and interference. The terminal 800
may feed back a plurality of channel information, for ex-
ample, CSI information, using various configuration com-
binations of for signals and interference sources accord-
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ing to the 3GPP Rel.11 standard definition.
[0072] In the distributed architecture, the information
that the base station 805 transmits to the neighboring
base station 810 (or vice versa) may include serving base
station information used when the neighboring base sta-
tion performs the resource use coordination (e.g., signal-
related information that the terminal receives, traffic in-
formation of the terminal, traffic information, or informa-
tion utilizing the same) and the resource use coordination
result determined by the serving base station (i.e., avail-
able resource information of the serving base station).
[0073] For example, referring to FIG. 9, base stations
900 to 910 managing Cell #A, Cell #B, and Cell #C may
exchange resource use coordination results with each
other. For example, the base station 900 managing the
cell #A may transmit its own resource use coordination
results to neighboring base stations 905 and 910, and
receive the resource use coordination results of each
base station from the neighboring base stations 905 and
910. The operations of the base stations 905 and 910
that manage the Cell #B or the Cell #C are also the same.
[0074] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 10, the re-
source use coordination results of each base station
transmitted between the base stations may include mes-
sages 1000 and 1005 including a value indicating the
resource use restriction or whether to use the resource
in a subframe unit for a predetermined interval (e.g., five
subframe intervals) for the cells (Cell #A, Cell #C) of the
base stations 900 and 910. That is, the base station 905
may receive the messages 1000 and 1005 from the
neighboring base stations 900 and 910, and synthesize
the messages 1000 and 1005 to generate a list of the
resource use coordination results 1010 of the neighbor-
ing base stations.
[0075] On the other hand, for example, when the base
station 900 managing the Cell #A determines that its own
predicted resource level is equal to or less than the set
reference level, the resource use coordination results to
be transmitted to the neighboring base stations 905 and
910 may be configured to be a value indicating the re-
source use restriction (e.g., configured to be a bitmap 0
value). That is, the base station 900 may share the re-
source coordination results indicating that the neighbor-
ing base stations 905 and 910 are always in the output
off state. In the distributed architecture, there is no dif-
ference between the resource coordination results re-
ceived by the neighboring base stations, unlike the cen-
tralized type. However, when a very small amount of data,
main terminal connection related data or the like are
transmitted, that is, when a traffic amount equal to or
more than the set reference level is not generated, the
base station 900 transmitting the value indicating the re-
source use restriction to the neighboring base stations
by determining that the resource level is equal to or less
than the set reference level may perform the resource
transmission to the neighboring cells due to even in the
shared subframe due to the resource use restriction. On
the other hand, the operation of the base station 900 that

predicts the resource level and determines the resource
use restriction may be performed similar to the operation
in the resource coordinator 215 described above. How-
ever, the resource coordinator 215 determines the re-
source use restriction of all the base stations receiving
the signal, while the base station 900 in the present em-
bodiment determines only its own resource use restric-
tion and shares the determined resource use restriction
with the neighboring base stations 905 and 910.
[0076] FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example of
the operation of the base station (e.g., 900) that supports
the cooperative communication according to another em-
bodiment of the present disclosure.
[0077] In step 1100, the base station 900 may receive
the terminal-related information from the neighboring
base station through the cells of each base station. The
terminal-related information may include the signal-relat-
ed information received by the terminal, the channel in-
formation of the terminal, the traffic information, or the
information utilizing the same.
[0078] In step 1105, the base station 900 may predict
the resource level of the base station 900 based on the
terminal-related information connected through the cell
(Cell #A) and the received terminal-related information.
For example, the base station 900 may use the frequency
or traffic information of the channel information of each
base station to determine the data level of each base
station. The resource level of the base station 900 can
be predicted based on the data amount of each base
station. The base station 900 may predict the resource
level of all the base stations or only the resource level of
the corresponding base station 900. For example, the
base station 900 may filter the data level of the certain
period of time or predict the resource level using the av-
erage value or the like in the time period.
[0079] In step 1110, the base station 900 may deter-
mine whether the predicted resource level is equal to or
less than the set reference level. The base station 900
may determine the size of the resource level using the
average or a sum of the predetermined interval of the
resource level.
[0080] If the predicted resource level is equal to or less
than the set reference level, in step 1115, the base station
900 may configure its own available resource information
to be the use restriction value and transmit the available
resource information to the neighboring base stations. In
step 1120, the base station 900 may perform the data
transmission even based on resources configured as the
use restriction value when the traffic to the terminal is
generated. That is, when transmitting the very small
amount of data, the main terminal connection related da-
ta or the like, that is, when the traffic amount exceeding
the set reference value does not happen, the base station
900 may transmit resources even in the subframes
shared by neighboring cells due to the resource use re-
striction.
[0081] On the other hand, if the predicted resource lev-
el exceeds or equal to or more than the set reference
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level, in step 1125, the base station 900 may generate
the available resource information based on the resource
level and transmit the generated available resource in-
formation to another base station. In this case, in step
1130, the base station 900 may perform the data trans-
mission based on the resources configured as the avail-
able value when the traffic to the terminal happens. That
is, unlike the step 1120, in the step 1130, the data trans-
mission may not be performed based on the resources
configured as the use restriction value.
[0082] FIG. 12 is a block diagram schematically illus-
trating a configuration of a base station 1200 according
to another embodiment of the present disclosure.
[0083] The transmitter 1200 may at least include a con-
troller 1205 and a transceiver 1210.
[0084] The transceiver 1210 may transmit and receive
the signal to and from the neighboring base stations
based on the control of the controller 1205.
[0085] The controller 1205 serves to control the overall
operation of the base station described above.
[0086] For example, the controller 1205 may a control
to receive the terminal-related information transmitted
from another base station through the cells of each base
station, and predict the resource level of the base station
based on the received terminal-related information. The
terminal-related information may include the signal-relat-
ed information received by the terminal, the channel in-
formation of the terminal, the traffic information (downlink
transmission request resource information), or the infor-
mation utilizing the same.
[0087] When the resource level is equal to or less than
the set reference level, the controller 1205 may perform
a control to configure the available resource information
of the base station to be the value indicating the resource
use restriction and transmit the configured available re-
source information to another base station.
[0088] The controller 1205 may perform a control to
transmit data even if the available resource information
is configured to be a value indicating the resource use
restriction when the traffic to the terminal connected
through the cell of the base station happens.
[0089] The controller 1205 may determine the data lev-
el for each base station based on the terminal-related
information of the base station and the terminal-related
information received from another base station, and pre-
dict the resource level of the base station based on the
data level for each base station. The controller 1205 may
determine whether the resource amount is equal to or
less than the predetermined value based on the resource
level of the set interval.
[0090] The controller 1205 may perform a control to
receive the available resource information of another
base station from another base station. The controller
1205 may determine the data transmission rate to the
terminal connected through the cell of the base station
in consideration of the interference or the like, based on
the received available resource information of another
base station.

[0091] The operations of the resource coordinator or
the base station described above may be realized by
including the memory device storing the corresponding
program code in the resource coordinator or any com-
ponent in the base station apparatus. That is, the con-
troller of the base station or the terminal apparatus may
execute the above-described operations by reading and
executing the program code stored in the memory device
by a processor or a central processing unit (CPU).
[0092] Various components, modules, etc. of the enti-
ty, the base station, or the terminal apparatus described
herein may also be operated using hardware circuits, for
example, complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) based logic circuit, hardware circuits such as
firmware, software, and / or a combination of the hard-
ware and the firmware and / or software embedded in a
machine-readable medium. For example, various elec-
trical structures and methods may be performed using
electrical circuits such as transistors, logic gates, and an
application-specific integrated circuit.
[0093] Although the exemplary embodiments of the
present disclosure have been disclosed for illustrative
purposes, various modifications, additions and substitu-
tions are possible, without departing from the scope and
spirit of the invention as disclosed in the accompanying
claims. Accordingly, the scope of the present disclosure
is not construed as being limited to the described em-
bodiments but is defined by the appended claims as well
as equivalents thereto.

Claims

1. A method for cooperative communication of elec-
tronic devices in a wireless communication system,
comprising:

predicting a resource level of each base station
based on information received from a plurality
of base stations;
determining base stations having the resource
level equal to or less than a set reference level
among the plurality of base stations; and
configuring available resource information of the
determined base stations as different values as
the available resource information of the rest of
the base stations and transmitting the config-
ured available resource information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the transmitting of
the available resource information includes:

configuring the available resource information
of the determined base station to be a value in-
dicating an available resource for the deter-
mined base station and transmitting the config-
ured available resource information; and
configuring the available resource information
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of the determined base station to be a value in-
dicating a resource use restriction of the rest of
the base stations and transmitting the config-
ured available resource information.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the information re-
ceived from the plurality of base stations includes at
least one of channel information and downlink trans-
mission request resource information of at least one
terminal connected through a cell of each base sta-
tion.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the predicting of the
resource level of each base station includes:

determining a data level of each base station
based on the information received from each
base station; and
predicting the resource level of each base sta-
tion based on the data level of each base station.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the determining of
the base station having the resource level equal to
or less than the set reference level is made based
on the resource level of each base station for a set
interval.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

generating the available resource information of
the rest of the base stations based on the re-
source level of each base station,
wherein the transmitting of the available re-
source information of the determined base sta-
tion includes transmitting the available resource
information of the rest of the base stations to the
plurality of base stations.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the available re-
source information of the determined base station
and the available resource information of the rest of
the base stations are generated by each unit time,
and transmitted to the plurality of base stations
based on a preset transmission period.

8. An electronic device, comprising:

a transceiver configured to transmit and receive
a signal to and from a plurality of base stations;
and
a controller configured to perform a control to
predicting a resource level of each base station
based on information received from a plurality
of base stations, determining base stations hav-
ing the resource level equal to or less than a set
reference level among the plurality of base sta-
tions, and configuring available resource infor-
mation of the determined base stations as dif-

ferent values as the available resource informa-
tion of the rest of the base stations and trans-
mitting the configured available resource infor-
mation.

9. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the con-
troller performs a control to configure the available
resource information of the determined base station
to be a value indicating an available resource for the
determined base station and transmitting the config-
ured available resource information and configure
the available resource information of the determined
base station to be a value indicating a resource use
restriction of the rest of the base stations and trans-
mitting the configured available resource informa-
tion.

10. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the infor-
mation received from the plurality of base stations
includes at least one of channel information and
downlink transmission request resource information
of at least one terminal connected through a cell of
each base station.

11. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the con-
troller determines a data level of each base station
based on the information received from each base
station and predicts the resource level of each base
station based on the data level of each base station.

12. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the con-
troller determines whether the resource level is equal
to or less than the set value based on the resource
level of each base station for a set interval.

13. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the con-
troller performs a control to generate the available
resource information of the rest of the base stations
based on the resource level of each base station and
transmit the available resource information of the
rest of the base stations to the plurality of base sta-
tions.

14. The electronic device of claim 13, wherein the avail-
able resource information of the determined base
station and the available resource information of the
rest of the base stations are generated by each unit
time, and transmitted to the plurality of base stations
based on a preset transmission period.
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